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Although it is widely recognized that doping sensitizers in the shell can improve significantly

the luminescence of lanthanides doped nanocrystals, lack of an unambiguous picture of relevant

luminescence enhancement mechanism seriously hinders the optimization of this approach. In

this work, the complete processes of excitation energy migration, from photon absorption to

emission, was dissected to unravel the role of sensitizers doped in shell in every individual

stage. We revealed that the essence of doping sensitizers in the shell is just to increase the

absorption efficiency whereas the quantum yield is lessened simultaneously. The optimal

sensitizer doping concentration is also fixed to achieve the best luminescence performance.
VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4809953]

Lanthanides (Ln3þ) doped nanocrystals (LnNCs) are

emerging as an important class of nanomaterials owing to

their wide applications in solid-state lasers,1,2 three-

dimensional flat panel displays,3–7 and especially in biola-

bels8,9 and bioimaging.10–13 The unique capability of

converting continuous-wave single-color near infrared (NIR)

light into multi-color visible light makes these nanomaterials

even more attractive in these applications. Compared with

conventional biological labels, such as organic dye markers

and quantum dots, LnNCs are superior in, e.g., high chemical

stability, low toxicity, and high signal-to-noise ratio.14–16

These advantages are, however, shrouded by the still low lu-

minescence efficiency.17 Yet efforts from all possible

aspects, including nanohost and dopants, doping style, e.g.,

using multi-elements (sensitizer and emitter) codoping

instead of single element doping. As far as the structure is

concerned, core/shell structure has also been brought in aim-

ing at improving the converting efficiency of the excitation

light into luminescence. Growing a shell with similar lattice

constants outside the core can protect the luminescent lantha-

nide ions in the core (especially those near the surface) from

nonradiative loosing energy to surface defects as well as

vibrational deactivation from solvents or surface-bound

ligands.18 However, in majority of cases, the shell is inert,

i.e., no dopant in the shell and its sole role is to minimize the

probability of energy migration to the surface through

lengthening the interaction distance. Most recently, it has

been reported that active shell structure, i.e., containing sen-

sitizers in the shell, could significantly enhance the

luminescence.19–21 These lanthanide doped core/active-shell

nanoparticles (NPs) could enhance photoluminescence (PL)

by several times higher than that of the core/inert-shell NPs

of the same particle size. Despite the fact that the active shell

can provide the NPs with better luminescent performance in

the context of highly required commercialization, the under-

standing of the role of active shell remains on its capacity to

absorb more energy, leading to the great enhancement of

luminescent intensity. The effect of the active shell on the

dynamic equilibrium of the energy transfer, especially on the

fluorescent quantum efficiency gq was ignored, resulting in

the blindness of the doping concentration of the sensitizer in

the active shell, which used to be the same with that in the

bare-core. Lacking of an unambiguous comprehension in rel-

evant energy transfer dynamic process seriously hinders the

optimization of the effective approach.

Herein, we have established a dynamic model for core/

active-shell NPs to monitor the whole energy migration proc-

esses, from photon absorption to photon emission, and to ana-

lyze the role of sensitizers doped in shell in every individual

stage. From the analysis of the relationship among the lumines-

cence efficiency (geff), absorption efficiency (ga), and fluores-

cent quantum efficiency (gq), we have revealed that, in this

popular approach, the essence of active-shell strategy is just to

increase the absorption efficiency whereas the quantum yield is

reduced simultaneously. It can also be deduced from the model

analysis that for the best luminescence performance, the opti-

mal sensitizer doping concentration in the shell must be lower

than that of the bare core. The Ce3þ, Tb3þ co-doped NaYF4

core/active-shell NPs were first constructed and employed as a

model system to validate the analysis and conclusions.

Although downconversion process of NaYF4:Ce3þ, Tb3þ sys-

tem was the target in this work for the sake of simplicity of

study, the conclusions have also been proved in upconversion

scenario. Our results shall shed insight on the proper employ-

ment of this very useful approach for improving optical proper-

ties of photonic nanomaterials.

A sensitizer and emitter co-doped model was estab-

lished, as shown in Figure 1(a). Generally speaking, two

processes are involved in the photoluminescence: the first is
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the process of light absorption from pump source and the

second is to convert the absorbed energy to emission. We

suppose that ga is the efficiency of the former process, i.e.,

the absorption efficiency. gq is the efficiency of the latter

process, namely, the luminescence quantum efficiency.

Therefore, ga¼ number of absorbed photons/number of

input photons; gq¼ number of emitted photons/number of

absorbed photons. Thus, the total luminescence efficiency

geff¼ ga� gq¼ number of emitted photons/number of input

photons. In the core/active-shell NPs, the sensitizers doped

in the shell can absorb additional excitation energy compared

to the bare core and transfer it to the emitters in the core,

resulting in the enhancement of ga. To illustrate the effect of

the sensitizers doped in shell on the gq, the emission process

can further be decomposed into two stages: stage A is the

energy transfer process from the sensitizer to the emitter, and

stage B is the emission process in the emitter. We assume

that g1 is the quantum efficiency of stage A, defined as the

number of the excited sensitizers involved in energy transfer

divided by the total number of the excited sensitizers; and g2

is the quantum efficiency of stage B, i.e., the luminescence

quantum efficiency of the emitter, thus the luminescence

quantum efficiency gq of such a nanoparticle can be

described as gq¼ g1� g2. In the core/active-shell NPs as

illustrated in Figure 1(b), the sensitizers in the shell are close

to the surface, increasing the possibility of trapping of exci-

tation energy by surface related traps. Furthermore, these

sensitizers are relatively far away from the emitters in the

core; thus, the energy transfer from these sensitizers to the

emitters is less efficient compared to the sensitizers in the

core. The latter shall depress the luminescence quantum effi-

ciency gq. Thus, we can expect that, although the core/

active-shell strategy may increase the energy absorbed effi-

ciency ga, the luminescence quantum efficiency is likely to

be decreased in the mean time.

As mentioned above, the luminescent efficiency geff of

the as-designed dynamic model depends on its excitation

power absorbed efficiency ga and luminescence quantum ef-

ficiency gq. Increasing the sensitizer concentration shall lead

more energy transferred to the emitters, which improves the

absorbed efficiency ga. This is the positive factor for the lu-

minescence improvement. On the other hand, the distance

between the sensitizers will become shorter, which will

make it easier for the absorbed energy to be transferred to

surface traps, causing the dropping down of the lumines-

cence quantum efficiency gq, which is a negative factor for

the luminescence improvement. Therefore, for the best lumi-

nescence performance, there shall be an optimal sensitizer

concentration, which is a trade-off between these two contra-

dictory effects. If we look into it in detail, the excited sensi-

tizers in the shell of the core/active-shell NPs can not

effectively transfer the energy to emitters, compared with the

bare core NPs, due to the absence of the emitters in the shell,

which will inevitably weaken the positive effect. On top of

that, the energy migrates more among the excited sensitizers

in shell and makes the trapping probability even higher,

which will strengthen the negative effect. The decrease

of the positive effect and the increase of the negative effect

may result in the motion of the trade-off to the low concen-

tration, namely depressing the optimal doping concentration.

Therefore, we can estimate that the optimal concentration of

sensitizers in shell must be lower than that of the sensitizers

in the core.

To validate these concepts, NaYF4: Ce3þ, Tb3þ NPs

were chosen as a model system considering the important

application of these materials in time-resolved F€orster reso-

nance energy transfer biosensor22,23 and green light emitting

devices.24,25 Bare core, core/inert-shell and core/active-shell

NaYF4:Ce3þ, Tb3þ NPs were synthesized and their structure

and morphology are well characterized (see supplemental

material and Figure S1–S3).26 The PL and UV-vis absorption

spectra of the bare core, core/inert-shell, and core/active-

shell NPs were recorded as shown in Figure 2. During the

detection, the excitation power was kept the same for all

samples. Thus, the luminescent efficiency geff and absorption

efficiency ga can be considered proportional to the emission

and absorption intensities, respectively. The PL spectra and

the corresponding photographs presented in Figure 2(a)

clearly demonstrate the advantages of employing a core/

active-shell structure over the bare core or the core/inert-

shell nanoparticles. The most obvious difference lies in the

intensity of the PL spectrum, in which the core/active-shell

nanoparticles is approximately twice as high as that of the

core/inert-shell and approximately 10 times higher than that

of the bare core NPs. The spectra are normalized by the num-

bers of the nanoparticles. It can thus conclude that the core/

active-shell NPs have the highest luminescence efficiency

geff. Figure 2(b) shows the UV-vis absorption spectra of these

three NPs ranging from 290 nm to 200 nm for sensitizer

Ce3þ, among which the one of the active-shell NPs is the

strongest due to the additional amount of sensitizers Ce3þ in

the shell, which afford additional energy to Tb3þ in the core,

verifying that the core/active-shell NPs has the highest

absorption efficiency ga (This was also proved by the excita-

tion spectra as shown in Figure S4).26

We further compared the difference of luminescence

quantum efficiency gq of the bare core, core/inert-shell and

core/active-shell NPs. The luminescence quantum efficien-

cies of the nanocrystals were determined by taking the H2SO4

solution of quinine bisulfate (0.5 M) as reference (see supple-

mental material26) and keeping the absorptions of the samples

the same at the excitation wavelength of 260 nm. By

FIG. 1. (a) The luminescence processes in sensitizer and emitter co-doped

nanoparticle. (b) The energy transfer kinetic processes from sensitizer to

emitter in the case of core/active-shell structure.
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measuring the luminescence of terbium, the fluorescent quan-

tum efficiency of these NPs was determined to be 21.5% for

bare core particles, 59.8% for core/inert-shell particles, and

53.2% for core/active-shell particles. These results tell us that

the luminescence quantum efficiency gq of core/active-shell

NPs is indeed less than that of core/inert-shell NPs, in line

with our hypothesis.

In the former model analysis, we have mentioned that

the luminescence quantum efficiency gq of such a core/

active-shell NP can be described as gq¼ g1� g2. And we also

have speculated that the phenomena of the relative lower lu-

minescence quantum efficiency gq in core/active-shell NPs

was mainly caused by that the energy transfer from sensi-

tizers in shell to the emitters is not efficient compared to the

sensitizers in the core. In order to illustrate the difference

between the energy transfer efficiency (g1) from Ce3þ to

Tb3þ in the core region and in the active shell region, two

model systems were designed (as shown in Figure 3). Model

A was NaYF4:40% Ce3þ, 15%Tb3þ/NaYF4, where the Ce3þ

ions were all distributed in the core. Model B was NaYF4:

15%Tb3þ/NaYF4: 40% Ce3þ, where the Ce3þ ions all located

in the shell. The Ce3þ concentration in the core is the proven

optimal concentration (40%) as evidenced in Figure S5(b).26

The discrepancy of energy transfer efficiency (g1) of these

two models can be featured in their photoluminescence under

the same excitation power. It can be seen from Figure 3 that

the PL of model A is much stronger than that of model B,

indicating that the energy transfer efficiency (g1) in the shell

region is less than that in the core region, which is responsible

for the low quantum yield gq in core/active-shell NPs com-

pared to the core/inert-shell NPs.

To further document the emission efficiency of Tb3þ

(g2) in these samples, we have tracked the temporal behavior

of the green emission of Tb3þ (shown in Figure S6).26 The

lifetime of active-shell NPs was a little short compared with

that of the inert-shell NPs, which may arise from the reverse

energy transfer from Tb3þ to Ce3þ facilitated by the Ce3þ

ions in the active shell, weakening the emission efficiency of

Tb3þ (g2) and also resulting in the relative lower quantum

yield gq of active-shell NPs.

From the relationship among the luminescence efficiency

geff, absorption efficiency ga, and fluorescent quantum effi-

ciency gq, we have clearly proven that the reason of the

enhancement of luminescence efficiency geff induced by active-

shell strategy is actually just improving the pump source

absorption efficiency ga. The quantum yield gq is not improved.

Now we turn to the dependence of the luminescence on

the doping concentration of sensitizers in the active shell.

Figure 4 exhibits the PL emission spectra of the NaYF4:

40%Ce3þ, 15%Tb3þ /NaYF4: x% Ce3þ colloidal solutions

with the same concentration of Tb3þ ion under 260 nm exci-

tation. Clearly, the luminescence of core/active-shell NPs

boosts up with the increase of Ce3þ doping concentration

and reaches a maximum value at 15% and then decreases.

When it reaches 40% mole, i.e., the optimal doping concen-

tration of sensitizers for bare core NPs (as evidenced in

Figure S526), the luminescence reduces markedly, even

lower than that of core/inert-shell NPs, indicating that the

negative effect is dominant. Therefore, for the best lumines-

cence performance, doping concentration of the sensitizer

Ce3þ in the active shell must be less than that in the core.

In the upconversion scenario, the energy transfer kinetic

process from the sensitizer to emitter is much more compli-

cated, however, still can be described as the schemes shown

in Figure 1. The relationship among the geff, ga, and gq is

FIG. 3. PL spectra of model A and B. The spectra are normalized by the

numbers of the nanoparticles.

FIG. 2. (a) The PL spectra and the corresponding photographs of bare core

NPs (I), inert-shell coated NPs (II) and active-shell coated NPs (III); (b) The

UV-vis absorption spectra of these three NPs with the energy level diagrams

of the core/active-shell NPs (insert). All the solutions are normalized by the

numbers of nanoparticles.
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similar. Therefore, we have also extended and validated the

conclusions to the upconversion scenario (see details in

Figures S7 and S8).26

In conclusion, we have revealed that the essence of

active-shell strategy, actually just increased the pump source

absorption efficiency, the quantum yield was not improved.

Furthermore, from the model analysis conclusion can be

drawn that for the best luminescence performance, there

exists an optimal concentration of sensitizers in the active

shell which shall be less than that in the core. These concepts

have been validated in down- and upconversion scenario

separately. The findings described here strengthen the essen-

tial understanding of the luminescent enhancement induced

by active-shell strategy, and afford a thread to improve the

luminescent efficiency of photonic doping systems.
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